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Riot

(Continued from Page 11)

and tried to break through. They

set a barrage of snowballs that quickly

covered Windows and windshields with a

thick coating of snow. Several drivers

drove on into the barrier, and others

drove back by volleys of the handy ammunition.

Fun for Materiales

Evidently convinced that he was not

about to be arrested, the would-be

rioter cautiously opened

the door, admitted his friend and pro-

ceeded to tell him all about the night's

rebellion. Some thirty feet from

the barricade, some thirty feet from

the gate to the dormitory grounds, and

at the barricade, some thirty feet from

the gate to the dormitory grounds, and

in the dormitory. Some thirty feet from

the gate to the dormitory grounds, and

men were being pelted with snowballs. Several

men were being pelted with snowballs. Several

officers emerged from the police car

while others approached from Memorial

Drive, where several squad cars were

parked. Most of the students ran into

the dormitory grounds, some thirty feet from

the gate to the dormitory grounds, and

were being pelted with snowballs.

Students Use Roof

Students at the time were also

throwing snowballs from the roof,

forcing police to take cover behind the

potted sign. One officer then fired

his revolver into the air. Added by

additional reinforcements, the police

then rushed into the dormitory

grounds.
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WOODROW RADIO COMPANY

Wholesalers of Radio Parts and Scientific Supplies

166 PROSPECT STREET, COR. BROADWAY, CAMBRIDGE

THO. 7623-7419

THE GREAT WALLENDAS

a Combination that has thrilled

millions all over the world.

The GREAT WALLENDAS

the premier high wire artists of the world

and the TOP Combination

for more smoking pleasure is

Chesterfield (the can't-be-copied blend)

The sun never sets on Chesterfield's pop-

ularity because Chesterfield combines... 

blends together... the world's best cigarette

tobacco in a way that's different from any

other cigarette.

When you try them you will know why

Chesterfields give millions of men and

women more smoking pleasure... why

THEY SATRIFY
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